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Phantom Writer

2020-06-09

book 6 in mystery series for kids 8 12 written by chris fabry and jerry b jenkins authors of left behind kids set in colorado suspense

Silenced

2005-02-09

this gripping futuristic thriller picks up the continuing story of double agent paul stepola as he works to protect his fellow believers from the government that is trying to eliminate them

Soon

2006

paul stepola an agent working for the national peacekeeping organization npo has been assigned to enforce compliance with the world government s prohibition on religion paul relishes his job and is good at it he is
determined to expose underground religion flush it out expose it and kill it until his life is turned upside down and he is forced to look at life in a different way as paul begins to unravel the truth about what he has
found events taking place around the world start to make sense something big is coming something that can t be stopped and it is coming soon

Lessons Learned Early

1990-04

boone drake has it made he s a young cop rising rapidly through the ranks of the chicago police department he has a beautiful wife and a young son a nice starter house a great partner and a career plan that should
land him in the organized crime division within five years everything is going right until everything goes horribly terribly wrong his personal life destroyed and his career and future in jeopardy boone buries
himself in guilt and bitterness as his life spirals out of control but when he comes face to face with the most vicious gang leader chicago has seen in decades he begins to realize that god is a god of second chances and
can change the hardest heart and forgive the worst of crimes a thought provoking police thriller from new york times best selling author jerry b jenkins

The Brotherhood

2011-01-24
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2002-03-01

jerry jenkins surprising new novel is filled with adventure drama historic people and places and even romance empire s end tells of a man who single handedly turned the roman empire on end it will be the
surprising heart stopping story of the year

Empire's End

2015-06-09

as another prophecy is fulfilled in jerusalem judd and lionel are startled by what they find on their way back to illinois they encounter a detour and end up as witnesses to one of the most terrifying events of the
tribulation after running for their lives the young trib force find a new hiding place in wisconsin where vicki and the others watch the frightening events unfold in israel as the world prepares to take the mark of
nicolae carpathia the young trib force members try to convince people of the consequences the events in unmasked parallel those that occur in the bestselling book the indwelling

Unmasked

2011-07-05

based on the acclaimed video series the chosen the most amazing story ever told the life of jesus gets a fresh new telling from new york times bestselling author jerry b jenkins what was it like to encounter jesus
face to face how would he have made you feel changed your way of thinking about god would he have turned your world upside down journey to galilee in the first century see the difference he made in the
lives of those he called to follow him and how they were forever transformed experience the life and power of the perfect son of god as never before through the eyes of everyday people just like you special
features the official novel based on season 1 of the immensely popular tv series which has been seen in every country in the world with over 85 million views the latest fiction from jerry jenkins perhaps the
bestselling christian novelist of recent times

The Chosen: I Have Called You By Name (Revised & Expanded)

2022-10-04

this wonderful tale of a boy with monumental baseball skills is a page turning narrative painted on the colorful mural of elgin woodell s amazing journey through his baseball career jenkins is the author of many
books including the new york times bestseller out of the blue with orel hershiser
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Rookie

1997

heinous as any murder can be the crime is not the story here the crime serves as mere impetus to what really happened and that proved unforgettable to any old enough to remember the unnamed state in which
these events occurred had for nearly two centuries flaunted its renegade spirit thumbing its nose at washington a succession of maverick governors including one who engineered the state s four year secession
during the civil war had served to fashion the commonwealth into a virtual landlocked island unto itself only louisiana rivaled its no nonsense prisons only texas its record on capital punishment so when brady
wayne darby a no account loser raised in a dingy trailer park encounters thomas carey a weary man of god an entire state indeed a nation is affected

Riven

2008

for every christian who has struggled to balance ministry and personal life the stunning biography of sammy tippit a modern day apostle paul who has obeyed the call of god to preach the gospel to all nations offers
a rare insight into the trials of an extraordinary evangelist targeted mailings

No Matter what the Cost

1992-12

a murderer who would change the world from multi million copy best selling novelist jerry jenkins comes a compelling international thriller that conveys you from present day texas to a dank roman dungeon in a
d 67 then down the dusty roads of ancient israel asia and back to rome a young seminary professor augustine knox is drawn into a deadly race to save priceless parchments from antiquities thieves and discovers a
two thousand year old connection with another who faced death for the sake of the truth i saul consists of two riveting adventures in one transporting you between the stories of augustine knox and saul of tarsus
filled with political intrigue romance and rich historical detail i saul is a thrilling tale of loyal friendships tested by life or death quests set two millennia apart told by a master storyteller

I, Saul

2013-08-27

this collection bundles the entire 3 volumes of jerry jenkins popular soon series together in one e book for a great value 1 soon paul stepola an agent working for the national peacekeeping organization npo has been
assigned to enforce compliance with the world government s prohibition on religion paul relishes his job and is good at it he is determined to expose underground religion flush it out expose it and kill it until his
life is turned upside down and he is forced to look at life in a different way as paul begins to unravel the truth about what he has found events taking place around the world are starting to make sense something
big is coming something that can t be stopped and it is coming soon 2 silenced enter the continuing story of double agent paul stepola as he works to protect his fellow believers from the government that is trying to
eliminate christians the underground church is in mortal peril following the apocalyptic events in los angeles which have only cast further suspicion upon christians meanwhile paul struggles with how to tell his
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family about his newfound faith without raising the suspicions of his ruthless father in law a gripping futuristic thriller that will keep you glued to the page 3 shadowed after god intervenes with a miracle of global
proportions the tide is turned on international atheism and the national peace organization npo the underground church has grown to the extent that christians are becoming the majority agent paul stepola and his
wife jae are exposed and forced to become international fugitives the npo will stop at nothing to capture paul and eliminate the underground church until god intervenes and the final judgment is at hand

The Soon Collection: Soon / Silenced / Shadowed

2016-04-15

beautifully written easy to read and filled with anecdotes but the message and challenge of the book is profound if you have ever wondered if your spiritual life needed some deepening this book will set you off on
your own spiritual journey copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved

God's Joyful Surprise

1989

from the fate of john the baptist to jesus profound teaching on inexhaustible forgiveness in this fourth installment of the chosen series we grieve with jesus followers at an unspeakable loss traverse with them the
extra mile face down the pharisees and witness an impossible miracle as religious leaders conspire to put an end to his ministry his renown and his very life jesus followers wonder at his ominous parables and
pronouncements beyond retelling the familiar accounts upon this rock sees simon become peter and takes us to the innermost thoughts of the major players in the greatest story ever told based on the acclaimed tv
series the chosen the life of jesus gets a fresh new telling in this novel series from new york times bestselling author jerry b jenkins

The Chosen: Upon This Rock

2024-07-02

the third installment in the popular series that includes mark s story and john s story traces the rise of luke from a greek slave to a university educated physician who admires a formidable hebrew debater and finds
his spiritual outlook transformed by christ s story reprint

Luke's Story

2010

after millions of people around the world vanish in one moment in what many claim to be the rapture rayford steele begins a search for the truth amidst global chaos
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Left Behind

2011

tim lahaye and jerry jenkins creators of the bestselling left behind series share the good news of christ centered prophecies fulfilled before the cross stood against a darkened sky god promised the light of his son and
the joy of salvation this is your great gift of security the god whose hand is on the future carries you through today s trials and into eternity explore the holy promises that stand as testimony to god s faithfulness
book jacket

God Always Keeps His Promises

2003

the sequel to the best selling christian fiction series that has sold over 63 million copies reunite with all your favorite characters and see how they fare in this capstone final title of the left behind saga the horrors of
the tribulation are over and jesus christ has set up his perfect kingdom on earth believers all around the world enjoy a newly perfected relationship with their lord and the earth itself is transformed yet evil still
lurks in the hearts of the unbelieving as the millennium draws to a close the final generation of the unrepentant prepares to mount a new offensive against the lord himself sparking the final and ultimate conflict
from which only one side will emerge the eternal victor

Kingdom Come

2012-12-21

it has been years since bryce and ashley timberline have been to their hometown this trip to chicago presents a new mystery when a family friend disappears can they unravel the clues and find him before it s too
late watch out the timberline twins are on the loose bryce and ashley are atv riding tweens from colorado who unearth action packed mystery and adventure wherever they go from clearing the name of a local
miscreant to thwarting a gold stealing heist the twins growing faith and the strong example of their parents guide them through even the most life threatening situations with the trademark page turner style used
by jerry jenkins and chris fabry in the left behind the kids series these fast paced books will keep even reluctant readers on the edge of their seats readers will definitely be hooked perfect for ages 8 12

Windy City Danger

2012-05-18

an unfamiliar car runs bryce timberline off a back road he and ashley discover a secret that puts them in a race against time to save lives will they be able to get help without becoming victims themselves watch
out the timberline twins are on the loose bryce and ashley are atv riding tweens from colorado who unearth action packed mystery and adventure wherever they go from clearing the name of a local miscreant to
thwarting a gold stealing heist the twins growing faith and the strong example of their parents guide them through even the most life threatening situations with the trademark page turner style used by jerry
jenkins and chris fabry in the left behind the kids series these fast paced books will keep even reluctant readers on the edge of their seats readers will definitely be hooked perfect for ages 8 12
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Escaping Darkness

2012-05-18

a crazy wild ride from a deserted mining town makes it clear that someone s after bryce and ashley timberline will they survive long enough to find out who it is watch out the timberline twins are on the loose
bryce and ashley are atv riding tweens from colorado who unearth action packed mystery and adventure wherever they go from clearing the name of a local miscreant to thwarting a gold stealing heist the twins
growing faith and the strong example of their parents guide them through even the most life threatening situations with the trademark page turner style used by jerry jenkins and chris fabry in the left behind the
kids series these fast paced books will keep even reluctant readers on the edge of their seats readers will definitely be hooked perfect for ages 8 12

Haunted Waters

2020-04-07

detective boone drake has just masterminded the most massive sting in chicago history bringing down the heads of not only the biggest street gangs in the city but also the old crime syndicate the story is the
biggest in decades and the chicago police department must protect the key witness at all costs despite top secret plans to transfer the witness ahead of his testimony before the grand jury an attempt is made on his
life and the person suspected of leaking this information may be one of the cpd s own

The Betrayal

2011

when it seems everyone believes daniel guilty of cheating he runs away with his friend yolanda leaving behind a frantic search

Two Runaways

1984

investigating the origins of santa claus a cynical reporter comes to believe that his fiancee whom he spurned for believing in santa may have been right in a warm hearted tale of christmas wonder and love

'Twas the Night Before

1999-10

bryce and ashley are among a handful of students chosen to compete in a special tournament at a mountainside college when ashley discovers that a student is missing she and her brother investigate and find that
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there s more to the story than first appears can they find the missing girl before they are found missing watch out the timberline twins are on the loose bryce and ashley are atv riding tweens from colorado who
unearth action packed mystery and adventure wherever they go from clearing the name of a local miscreant to thwarting a gold stealing heist the twins growing faith and the strong example of their parents guide
them through even the most life threatening situations with the trademark page turner style used by jerry jenkins and chris fabry in the left behind the kids series these fast paced books will keep even reluctant
readers on the edge of their seats readers will definitely be hooked perfect for ages 8 12

Wind Chill

2012-05-18
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2002-07

in writing for the soul best selling author jerry b jenkins takes you on a personal and inspiring journey imparting experience and wisdom gained from his impressive writing career unknown in his early days
jenkins persisted in his passion to write and his story reveals the rewards that can come to writers who put in the hard work and keep their priorities straight jenkins shares the honest and straightforward truth
about how to find writing success and why the journey is a continuous one with heartfelt advice and intimate anecdotes that will satisfy writers and fans jenkins discusses the skills and abilities required to build an
exciting career breaking into the industry through reporting and writing for small markets establishing and maintaining a professional image how even experienced writers should continue to learn and grow
including jenkins himself writing for the soul is filled with jenkins autobiographical stories including many of the famous people he s written about and the lessons he s learned from his decades of experience in the
writing and publishing world

Writing for the Soul

2006-08-01

in the updated and expanded edition of this classic title noted scholar dr tim lahaye gives reasons for believing that the rapture and the tribulation could occur during our generation ours is the first generation that
has the technology and opportunity to fulfill many of the prophecies of revelation understanding prophecy can be difficult and confusing this book takes away all of the mystery and the intimidation it is user
friendly for the layperson yet remarkably complete for the scholar

Margo

1980
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someone is playing mailbox baseball in the town where bryce and ashley timberline live and a missing person s case has caught ashley s attention all clues point to their stepsister s boyfriend randy leaving broken
mailboxes in their wake and bryce is determined to prove it will randy find out before they can discover the truth watch out the timberline twins are on the loose bryce and ashley are atv riding tweens from
colorado who unearth action packed mystery and adventure wherever they go from clearing the name of a local miscreant to thwarting a gold stealing heist the twins growing faith and the strong example of their
parents guide them through even the most life threatening situations with the trademark page turner style used by jerry jenkins and chris fabry in the left behind the kids series these fast paced books will keep
even reluctant readers on the edge of their seats readers will definitely be hooked perfect for ages 8 12

Are We Living in the End Times?

2011-04-01

millions of people have been raptured and those left behind must choose to accept or reject the savior as they move forward with their lives in the aftermath join the young trib force as the world falls apart around
them and they must band together to find faith and fight the evil future that threatens all of humanity this softcover repackage of the teen hardcover book parallels the story told in the bestseller left behind with
over 10 000 000 copies in print this series is set to capture the hearts of an entirely new generation of kids

Sweetness

1978-01-01

based on the acclaimed video series the chosen the most amazing story ever told the life of jesus gets a fresh new telling from new york times bestselling author jerry b jenkins what was it like to encounter jesus
face to face how would he have made you feel changed your way of thinking about god would he have turned your world upside down journey to galilee in the first century see the difference he made in the
lives of those he called to follow him and how they were forever transformed experience the life and power of the perfect son of god as never before through the eyes of everyday people just like you special
features the official novel based on season 1 of the immensely popular tv series which has been seen in every country in the world with over 85 million views the latest fiction from jerry jenkins perhaps the
bestselling christian novelist of recent times jacketed hardcover with spot gloss

Missing Pieces

2012-05-11

with old testament prophecies coming true before their eyes the young trib force begins publishing an underground newspaper to tell others about christ their stand puts them in a position to be persecuted even
imprisoned for their faith how will they respond when the oppression becomes a danger to their very lives this softcover repackage of the teen hardcover book parallels the story told in the bestseller tribulation
force with over 10 000 000 total copies in print this series is set to capture the hearts of an entirely new generation of kids
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Taken

2011-06-21

twice a slave is the story of a cherokee slave a forbidden romance and tragedies that build faith one man who is determined to find his purpose and discover his identity becomes a slave a second time and he changes
the course of history in louisiana joseph willis is one of the most fascinating yet unknown personalities in evangelical history he was born into slavery before the american revolution the son of a cherokee mother
and an english father who faced incredible difficulties his story is timeless and inspires the modern heart to overcome insecurities conquer prejudice between believers and insurmountable obstacles that unsettle the
faithful even though joseph s life was threatened because of his race and faith he became the first protestant to preach the gospel west of the mississippi river this is a novel about an unknown slave filled with
drama suspense love defeat and ultimately triumph an epic all can cheer for the birth of the novels twice a slave three winds blowing and louisiana wind the play twice a slave and the biographies the apostle to the
opelousas and the story of joseph willis dr sue eakin read in a newspaper that randy willis had obtained the only copy of the minutes of spring hill baptist church she asked randy if he would help her with her
research on william prince ford he also lectured in her history classes at louisiana state university at alexandria on the subject dr eakin wrote randy willis on march 7 1984 we had a wonderful experience
dramatizing northup and i think there could be a musical play on joseph willis it seems to me it gets the message across far more quickly than routine written material she added a fictional novel based upon joseph
willis life would be more interesting to the general public than a biography and would reach a greater audience dr eakin is best known for documenting annotating and reviving interest in solomon northup s 1853
book twelve years a slave she at the age of eighteen rediscovered a long forgotten copy of solomon northup s book on the shelves of a bookstore near the lsu campus in baton rouge the bookstore owner sold it to her
for only 25 cents in 2013 12 years a slave won the academy award for best picture in his acceptance speech for the honor director steve mcqueen thanked dr eakin i d like to thank this amazing historian sue eakin
whose life she gave her life s work to preserving solomon s book randy willis is the author of three winds blowing louisiana wind the apostle to the opelousas the story of joseph willis and co author of twice a slave
twice a slave has been chosen by jerry jenkins as a jerry b jenkins select book along with four bestselling author s books jerry jenkins is author of more than 180 books with sales of more than 70 million copies
including the best selling left behind series twice a slave has also been adapted into a dramatic play at louisiana college by dr d pete richardson associate professor of theater with louisiana college randy willis also
owns randy willis music publishing an ascap affiliated music publishing company and town lake music publishing llc a bmi affiliated music publishing company he is an ascap affiliated songwriter and is president of
quadra record company he is the founder of operation warm heart which feeds and clothes the homeless and is a member of the board of directors of our mission possible empowering at risk teens to discover their
greatness in austin texas he is a member of the board of trustees of the joseph willis institute at louisiana college also see three winds blowing threewindsblowing com the captivating story of solomon northup s
pastor and james jim bowie s neighbor joseph willis and the real life connections between solomon northup william prince ford james bowie and joseph willis threewindsblowing com

The Chosen I Have Called You by Name

2021

when intelligence operative jordan kirkwood takes his wife on a trip to europe he finds vital information on a future terrorist attack and the risk is compounded by the fact that someone in his agency is involved

Pursued

2011-06-28

twice a slave is the story of a cherokee slave a forbidden romance and tragedies that build faith one man who is determined to find his purpose and discover his identity becomes a slave a second time and he changes
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the course of history in louisiana joseph willis is one of the most fascinating yet unknown personalities in evangelical history he was born into slavery before the american revolution the son of a cherokee mother
and an english father who faced incredible difficulties his story is timeless and inspires the modern heart to overcome insecurities conquer prejudice between believers and insurmountable obstacles that unsettle the
faithful even though joseph s life was threatened because of his race and faith he became the first protestant to preach the gospel west of the mississippi river this is a novel about an unknown slave filled with
drama suspense love defeat and ultimately triumph an epic all can cheer for the birth of the novels twice a slave three winds blowing and louisiana wind the play twice a slave and the biographies the apostle to the
opelousas and the story of joseph willis dr sue eakin read in a newspaper that randy willis had obtained the only copy of the minutes of spring hill baptist church she asked randy if he would help her with her
research on william prince ford he also lectured in her history classes at louisiana state university at alexandria on the subject dr eakin wrote randy willis on march 7 1984 we had a wonderful experience
dramatizing northup and i think there could be a musical play on joseph willis it seems to me it gets the message across far more quickly than routine written material she added a fictional novel based upon joseph
willis life would be more interesting to the general public than a biography and would reach a greater audience dr eakin is best known for documenting annotating and reviving interest in solomon northup s 1853
book twelve years a slave she at the age of eighteen rediscovered a long forgotten copy of solomon northup s book on the shelves of a bookstore near the lsu campus in baton rouge the bookstore owner sold it to her
for only 25 cents in 2013 12 years a slave won the academy award for best picture in his acceptance speech for the honor director steve mcqueen thanked dr eakin i d like to thank this amazing historian sue eakin
whose life she gave her life s work to preserving solomon s book randy willis is the author of three winds blowing louisiana wind the apostle to the opelousas the story of joseph willis and co author of twice a slave
twice a slave has been chosen by jerry jenkins as a jerry b jenkins select book along with four bestselling author s books jerry jenkins is author of more than 180 books with sales of more than 70 million copies
including the best selling left behind series twice a slave has also been adapted into a dramatic play at louisiana college by dr d pete richardson associate professor of theater with louisiana college randy willis also
owns randy willis music publishing an ascap affiliated music publishing company and town lake music publishing llc a bmi affiliated music publishing company he is an ascap affiliated songwriter and is president of
quadra record company he is the founder of operation warm heart which feeds and clothes the homeless and is a member of the board of directors of our mission possible empowering at risk teens to discover their
greatness in austin texas he is a member of the board of trustees of the joseph willis institute at louisiana college also see three winds blowing threewindsblowing com the captivating story of solomon northup s
pastor and james jim bowie s neighbor joseph willis and the real life connections between solomon northup william prince ford james bowie and joseph willis threewindsblowing com

Twice a Slave

2014-05-01
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The Last Operative

2010
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Twice a Slave

2014-05-01
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